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Translational medicine applications would like to leverage the biological and biomedical ontologies,
vocabularies, and data sets available on the semantic web. We present a general solution for RDF infor-
mation set reuse inspired by database views. Our view deﬁnition language, vSPARQL, allows applications
to specify the exact content that they are interested in and how that content should be restructured or
modiﬁed. Applications can access relevant content by querying against these view deﬁnitions. We eval-
uate the expressivity of our approach by deﬁning views for practical use cases and comparing our view
deﬁnition language to existing query languages.
 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.1. Introduction sets, such as the FMA/NCI example above. The combined informa-The semantic web seeks to enable computers to automatically
associate and process well-deﬁned information on the web. To that
end, a number of biological and biomedical information sets have
been developed for or converted to semantic web formats. These
information sets include vocabularies, ontologies, and data sets;
they may be available in basic RDF [1] or languages with higher-le-
vel semantics, such as OWL [2].
Translational medicine applications want to leverage the bio-
medical information sets available on the semantic web. For exam-
ple, radiologists may want an application for viewing and
annotating medical images. The application can aid annotation
by offering suggestions for visible anatomical parts from the Foun-
dational Model of Anatomy (FMA) [10]. Additionally, if suspicious
nodes are identiﬁed on an image, the application can offer sugges-
tions from NCI Thesaurus [21] for annotating the nodes.
This paper asks the question: how can we make it easier for appli-
cations to leverage the information sets available on the semantic
web? In leveraging these information sets, applications must con-
tend with their size, content depth and breadth, and rate of change.
Many biomedical information sets are of signiﬁcant size. For
example, Reactome [22] as distributed through NeuroCommons
contains 3.6M triples, the FMA 3.0 in OWL contains 1.7M triples,
and UniProt [5] v13.4 contains 1.7B triples. Additionally, medical
applications may require information from multiple informationll rights reserved.
haw), det@u.washington.edu
@u.washington.edu (J. Brink-tion sets may be too large for applications to easily manipulate.
Applications may only need a portion of the content contained
in an information set, which are likely to have a wider scope and
greater depth than that needed by any particular application.
Applications determine the set of relevant content needed from
an information set; the set could be a list of concepts, a subgraph
of related terms, a sub-ontology, or any other subset of informa-
tion. Techniques ( [9,41,39,43]) have been developed for some of
these scenarios and are discussed in related work.
While leveraging biomedical information sets, applications may
wish to augment, modify, or restructure selected content. For
example, an application may seek to deﬁne a new relationship be-
tween selected concepts. Alternatively, an application may dis-
agree with a portion of the information set (e.g. the content is
too coarsely speciﬁed) and need to ‘‘ﬁx” it.
In addition to specifying relevant content, applications must
accommodate updates to information sets. If an application in-
cludes a materialized subset, new materialized subsets may need
to be derived and distributed every time an update occurs. An
application that queries the information set accesses the most
up-to-date content; however, the queries must be written to re-
strict responses to the application-speciﬁed content.
We propose a general solution for information set reuse. We
validate our approach with eight different use cases over one or
more of four biomedical data sets. Our approach is inspired by
database views. A database view identiﬁes a subset of a dataset
that can be accessed through the view; queries on the view can
only access the speciﬁed subset. However, a database viewmay ex-
port a restructured or modiﬁed version of the data; the exported
view is not limited to faithfully replicating a subset of the underly-
ing information.
1 These information sets were dictated by our requested use cases. Our prototype
builds on top of SDB which uses relational databases to store data and can therefore
handle large information sets. Within a single SDB repository, joins between large
information sets leverage the capabilities of relational databases; however, joins o
large information sets across SDB stores can be timeconsuming
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scribed in [8]) that allows the speciﬁcation of views for semantic
web content. vSPARQL is used to specify both the selection of the
information that can be accessed through the view and how the se-
lected information is reorganized and/ormodiﬁed through the view.
Applications can submit queries against these views to access the
most up-to-date versions of the information sets upon which they
depend.
Our view deﬁnition language allows for the reuse of RDF graphs.
It is able to deﬁne views over information sets in RDF, OWL (all ﬂa-
vors), and potentially other language formats layered on top of
RDF. The decision to manipulate RDF graphs restricts our view def-
initions to facts that are explicitly stated in the information set; if
the information set uses a higher-level language with formally de-
ﬁned logical semantics, we do not use logical inference to infer
new facts. For example, our language cannot perform all of the rea-
soning tasks (e.g. classiﬁcation) available to tools that leverage the
higher-level semantics of languages like OWL. The view deﬁnition
is not limited by the information set’s underlying semantics; for
example, a view can deﬁne new associations between concepts
that are not supported by the original information set.
Research has been conducted using formal logics to infer new
facts from formally deﬁned information sets. We consider this re-
search to be orthogonal to the general problem of enabling a spec-
iﬁed subset of content to be reused by an application. For example,
reasoners can infer new facts from an available information set;
these new facts can be materialized and combined with the origi-
nal information set through a view.
Our view deﬁnition language, vSPARQL, is an extension of SPAR-
QL [11]. vSPARQL was developed to address the needs of practical
use cases that could not be met by SPARQL or other semantic web
query languages. The language extensions include virtual graphs,
recursion, and the ability to construct new resource identiﬁers, for
both querying and node creation, from those existing in input data
sources. We demonstrate the expressiveness of our language by
using it to derive a set of views for our eight motivating use cases.
A GUI application http://ontviews.biostr.washington.edu:8080/
VSparQL_Service/GUI/vsparql_oh_degrafa.html has been developed
to simplify the creation of view deﬁnitions.
This work makes several contributions. We have identiﬁed the
functionality required for a general solution to enable reuse of
information sets on the semantic web. The required functionality
has been used to deﬁne and implement a view deﬁnition language
as a set of extensions to SPARQL. We have evaluated the expressiv-
ity of our solution on eight examples of information set reuse, and
we have compared the functionality of our solution to that of exist-
ing semantic web query languages.
vSPARQL has been developed to be used in a clearinghouse sim-
ilar to BioPortal [4], which contains a collection of ontologies and
views deﬁned over them. For our prototype, all of the information
sets are either local, downloadable as ﬁles from the web, or acces-
sible in an SDB [19] datastore accessible via JDBC. Although impor-
tant, we do not address the difﬁcult problem (exacerbated by the
presence of blank nodes) of accessing data through remote SPARQL
servers.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
our eight motivating examples of application reuse of semantic
web information sets. Section 3 identiﬁes the requirements of
our view deﬁnition language, which is presented in Section 4. Sec-
tion 5 discusses our implementation and a GUI application for
deﬁning views. We evaluate our solution by using it to derive
views, described in Section 6, for our eight use cases. We compare
our approach to related work and evaluate our language against
our use cases and several semantic web query languages in Section
7. We end with a discussion of future work before concluding in
Section 9.2. Motivation: use cases
Canwemake it easier formany different applications to leverage
biomedical information sets on the semantic web? To address this
question, we consider eight application speciﬁc use cases for lever-
aging large semanticweb information sets. Theseuse cases reuse the
information sets in various ways, including list, subgraph, and sub-
ontology extractions; modiﬁcations of extractions; and generation
of new facts, including combining content across multiple informa-
tion sets. In the past, several of these use cases were addressed
through custom programs written against the Protege [12] API;
unfortunately, these programs are not generalizable and they
needed to be rerun when the information set was updated.
2.1. Use cases
The use cases we consider in this work are over four information
sets: NCI Thesaurus [21], Reactome [22], Ontology of Physics for
Biology [13], and the Foundational Model of Anatomy [10]. We
brieﬂy discuss each information set before describing the use cases.1
The NCI Thesaurus (NCIt) is an open-source vocabulary contain-
ing information about cancer, including information for clinical
care and basic and translational research. It contains over 34,000
concepts and is available in OWL format.
Reactome is an open-source curated database of biological
pathways. It contains information on humans and 22 other non-
human species. Reactome is available at NeuroCommons [23]; it
consists of an OWL schema and associated data and contains more
than 3.6 million RDF triples.
The Ontology of Physics for Biology (OPB) is a ontology contain-
ing concepts from classical physics necessary for representing,
annotating, and encoding quantitative models of biological pro-
cesses. It is developed in OWL and contains approximately 2000
RDF triples.
The Foundational Model of Anatomy (FMA) is a reference ontol-
ogy representing the structure of the human body. The FMA con-
tains approximately 75,000 classes, over 120,000 terms and 168
relationship types to represent a model of anatomy. The FMA is
developed in Protege [12] frames. The FMA utilizes meta-modeling
extensively; classes are directly related, via properties, to other
classes. Thus, its direct export to OWL, which preserves these rela-
tionships, puts the OWL version of FMA into OWL Full [37]. This
version contains 1.7M triples.
Eight different use cases were deﬁned over these four informa-
tion sets. The majority of our use cases (6 of the 8) were motivated
by actual requests from collaborating researchers in biomedical
informatics, biosimulation, and knowledge-based image segmen-
tation ( [45–49]). While there were no speciﬁc requests for the
remaining use cases (2 of 8), they illustrate requested functionality
in a view generation mechanism.
For ease of understanding, below we group the use cases into
three categories: extraction, extraction and modiﬁcation, and mul-
tiple information sets as input.
Extraction: Three use cases seek to extract one or more sub-
graphs from an information set without introducing new or mod-
ifying existing triples.
 Mitotic cell cycle: From Reactome, extract the mitotic cell cycle,
all of its component processes, and their accompanying labels.
This extraction will be used by an application for exploringf
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an OWL speciﬁcation, only process data should be included in
the view.
 Organ spatial location: From the FMA, extract the spatial
information that can be used by image recognition software
to automatically identify objects in medical images of the gas-
trointestinal tract. The result should only include the organs
found in the gastrointestinal tract and their associated orienta-
tion and location properties.
 NeuroFMA ontology: From the FMA, generate a subset ontology
that contains all of the information regarding neuro-anatomy.
It should contain all the neural structures from the FMA, their
attributes, and the properties connecting them.
Extraction and modiﬁcation: Four use cases require the intro-
duction of new facts or the modiﬁcation of facts extracted from an
input information set.
 NCI Thesaurus simpliﬁcation: Create a modiﬁed version of the
NCI Thesaurus (NCIt) that approximates the information dis-
played to users by the web-based NCI browser. In addition to
the original content, this modiﬁed NCIt contains new high-level
relationships that are abstracted away from their low-level
OWL representation. While the constructs of the OWL language
are designed for maximizing expressiveness while ensuring
completeness and decidability of logical inference, it can be dif-
ﬁcult for users to understand the relationships that they are
describing. The new relationships more directly map to users’
understanding of the content.
 Biosimulation model editor: From the FMA, identify the relation-
ship graph between a set of concepts; the graph is displayed by
a biosimulation model editing tool. The application displays the
relationships between the concepts as a restructured, pared
down hierarchy; the only nodes that should remain in the hier-
archy are those representing leaf concepts and intermediate
nodes with multiple children. The result changes as new con-
cepts are added and removed from the set of interest. As the
user selects concepts within the hierarchy, the application que-
ries additional properties from the FMA and displays it.
 Blood contained in the heart: From the FMA, generate a graph, to
be used by physiology modelers, representing portions of blood
found in the heart. The results include heart parts and the blood
portions they contain. In the FMA, only spaces are allowed in
the domain of the fma:contains property; in this use case, if a
space contains blood, the structures that it is a part of should
also be said to contain blood.
 Radiologist liver ontology: From the FMA, generate a sub-ontol-
ogy to be used by an application for annotating medical images
of the liver. The sub-ontology contains all of the visible parts of
the liver, their corresponding part subgraph, and their associ-
ated superclass hierarchy; no properties other than the part
and superclass relationships should be included. Modify the
structure of the subclass hierarchy to remove the concepts
‘‘Cavitated organ” and ‘‘Solid organ.”
Use of multiple input information sets: Our ﬁnal use case
leverages two different input information sets to create new facts.
 Blood ﬂuid properties: Combine information from two indepen-
dent ontologies (FMA and OPB) to create new information for
a biosimulation model editing application. Properties of ﬂuids
deﬁned in the FMA should be combined with the kinetic prop-
erties of ﬂuids deﬁned in the OPB. For example, concepts like
blood in aorta and blood in coronary artery in the FMA can be
combined with ﬂow, pressure, and viscosity in the OPB [13],
resulting in new concepts like blood in aorta ﬂow, blood in coro-nary artery viscosity, etc. The result contains the newly created
resources and their properties which can be used to annotate
computational models of physiology.
3. High-level requirements for reuse through views
The goal of this work is to enable different kinds of information
set reuse, as demonstrated by our use cases. To that end, we have
adapted the notion of database views to allow applications to re-
place inclusion of large semantic web datasets with remote query-
ing through a view. A view deﬁnition language makes it possible to
select (and possibly modify) the speciﬁc content needed by an
application without materializing the information; queries are
written against the view deﬁnition and evaluated against the origi-
nal information set.
We have identiﬁed a set of criteria for a view deﬁnition language
that permits applications to select and reorganize information to
meet their particular needs.We identify the criteria below and indi-
cate (with italics) speciﬁc functionality they encompass; the func-
tionality requirements of our use cases are characterized in Fig. 1.
Input should be RDF graphs. Our view deﬁnition language
should be applicable to as many information sets on the semantic
web as possible. We want it to apply to all languages that can be
serialized as RDF, including all ﬂavors of OWL and possibly future
semantics web languages.
Because our view deﬁnition language is applied to RDF graphs,
it may be harder to create views over information sets that use lan-
guage formats with higher-level semantics, such as OWL. Our view
deﬁnitions cannot leverage logically inferred facts that might be
available in query languages speciﬁc to the high-level language for-
mat. Furthermore, the view deﬁnitions themselves become more
complex and multi-layered as we use RDF-level language to tra-
verse OWL restrictions, for example. However, not all information
sets will use the same language format and we want to enable
views over all RDF-based formats. Additionally, as large RDF stores
of data (not ontologies or vocabularies) become more readily avail-
able, applications will need to carve out relevant and manageable
subsets for reuse.
Output should be an RDF graph. This ensures that tools devel-
oped for manipulating our input graphs can be used on the output
of a view deﬁnition (i.e. closure). Although the result of a view def-
inition is RDF, the output can still contain constructs of higher-le-
vel languages built on top of RDF. For example, a view deﬁnition
may produce an OWL ontology. Additionally, this approach does
not require that the result of a view use the same language format
as the input. For example, a view over an OWL information set may
result in an RDF graph without any OWL constructs.
Because the output of a view deﬁnition is an RDF graph, our lan-
guage can allow view deﬁnitions to be wrapped as intermediate re-
sults. Intermediate results may simplify a view deﬁnition by
making it more modular, just as subroutines make it easier to write
and maintain an application. If multiple graphs are being queried,
allowing the user to query each source separately can make the
query simpler to write.
View deﬁnitions should be able to include arbitrary facts
from the input. Applications are responsible for identifying ex-
actly which triples to include and exclude in a view deﬁnition. To
that end, the view deﬁnition must explicitly indicate the triples
to include and exclude; this is in contrast to techniques that use
formal logics to determine which triples must be included in a
view.
Our view deﬁnition language must support basic edge selection,
which allows a view to indicate inclusion or exclusion of triples
based upon individual triple values. However, because of their
complexity, large information sets may have very complicated
property paths between two arbitrary resources. For example, a
Fig. 1. Functionality requirements of each of our motivating use cases.
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systemic parts of the liver. Our view language should support the
speciﬁcation of paths of arbitrary length (e.g. [constitu-
tional_part jsystemic_part]+) for identifying triples to include in a
view. Additionally, because an application may wish to extract
large swaths of an input based upon the relationship between
two resources, our language should support subgraph extraction
over paths of arbitrary length. This would, for example, allow an
application to identify and include the entire subgraph starting at
organ and containing (recursively) all of its parts.
Views should be able to restructure, modify or augment se-
lected facts. Views should not be limited to exposing just a subset
of the original information set. Applications should be able to de-
ﬁne new properties between resources in the input source, or
introduce entirely new resources. New resources and properties
can be introduced using static edge creation, through the introduc-
tion of hard-coded triples, or dynamic edge creation using the re-
sults of querying over the input source. Some applications may
need to introduce anonymous nodes for inclusion in a view, while
other applications may need to dynamically create nameable nodes
or edges using the results of querying over the input source.
For some applications, the introduction of new triples may not
be sufﬁcient. These applications may wish to restructure the sub-
graphs that they extract from an information set. If these extrac-
tions are the result of recursively following a path, restructuring
may require iterating over paths of arbitrary length to generate
new relationships while eliminating others. For example, a view
may wish to eliminate non-leaf nodes that have single children
from the subgraph. Alternatively, a user may wish to combine
two subgraphs by simultaneously iterating over the subgraphs,
one edge at a time, and create an entirely new subgraph with ele-
ments of each.
Views should be able to leverage multiple input graphs. Our
view deﬁnition language should allow for a single view that com-
bines content from different graphs.
Views should be distinct from the information set. Our view
deﬁnition language is intended to be used with large RDF-based
information sets. By requiring our views to be separable from the
data they reference, we ensure that each view deﬁnition does not
require modiﬁcation of a copy of the data.4. vSPARQL: a view deﬁnition language
In this section we describe a view deﬁnition language for RDF,
called vSPARQL, that supports all of the functionality needed forcreating the example views described in Section 2. The language
is a series of extensions to SPARQL, the semantic web query lan-
guage. After describing the relevant aspects of the SPARQL query
language, we describe our subquery, recursive subquery, and Sko-
lem function extensions. These extensions provide the ability to:
(1) dynamically generate new resource identiﬁers that can be used
for both querying over graphs and generating new resources, (2)
deﬁne virtual graphs, thus allowing users to explicitly indicate if
blank nodes in intermediate result sets can be directly compared
to blank nodes in their source graph, and (3) use recursive subqu-
eries to iterate over paths of arbitrary length, including paths con-
taining blank nodes.4.1. Background: SPARQL
SPARQL is theW3C’s recommendation for querying RDFmodels.
SPARQL queries consist of triple patterns that are evaluated against
an underlying RDF graph to ﬁnd matches. The following SPARQL
query demonstrates several language features that we build upon
for our ontology view deﬁnition language. From the FMA, the query
creates a graph containing all of the regional parts of the liver.
CONSTRUCT {fma:Liver fma:regional_part ?c}
FROM NAMED <http://. . ./fma>
WHERE {GRAPH <http://. . ./fma> {fma:Liver fma:regio
nal_part?c}}
The CONSTRUCT keyword indicates that the output of this
query is an RDF graph; within the brackets, a list of triple patterns
dictate the set of triples that are to be contained in the output RDF.
The WHERE clause consists of a set of triple patterns that are eval-
uated on the input graph to ﬁnd matches. In this example, ?c is a
variable that is bound when a match is found.
The FROMNAMED (or FROM) statement indicates the RDF graph
that shouldbe used as input. A queryhas a set of namedgraphs spec-
iﬁed using the FROM NAMED directive; within a WHERE clause tri-
ple patterns can be evaluated against speciﬁc named graphs using
the GRAPH keyword. A SPARQL query has a default graph which is
deﬁned by FROM statements; if the GRAPH keyword is not used, tri-
ple patterns are evaluated against this default graph.
In its unmodiﬁed form, SPARQL provides several pieces of func-
tionality needed for our view deﬁnition language. We automati-
cally get support for multiple sources via FROM and FROM
NAMED, and closure, edge selection, static edge creation, dynamic
edge creation, and blank node creation via CONSTRUCT.
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vSPARQL consists of several extensions to SPARQL. Fig. 2 details
the modiﬁcations to the SPARQL grammar which are discussed
below.
4.2.1. Skolem functions
vSPARQL uses Skolem functions and string manipulation to al-
low users to dynamically generate nameable (not anonymous)
identiﬁers of both nodes and properties in views. These generated
names can be used in both query patterns and CONSTRUCT tem-
plates to create new nodes.
In developing a view, users may want to create new entities
based upon the information encoded in one or more existing infor-
mation sets. Creating a new entity amounts to the creation of
either (1) a blank node or (2) a new URI that uniquely identiﬁes
the new entity. SPARQL does not provide functionality for dynam-
ically creating new URIs based upon query results; nodes’ attri-
butes can be queried and/or modiﬁed, but new named nodes
(URIs) cannot be created.
vSPARQL incorporates Skolem functions to enable the creation
of new nameable identiﬁers. In general, Skolem functions have
the properties such that, for any unique combination of Skolem
function and parameters, the same result is always returned; addi-
tionally, no two distinct combinations of Skolem function and
parameters will map to the same result. In vSPARQL, Skolem func-
tions can occur anyplace in a query that expects a resource node –
WHERE clauses, FILTER constraints, and CONSTRUCT templates.
Our language extension enables users to specify the URI of a
Skolem function and the arguments that should be used to con-
struct a new node. Skolem functions are speciﬁed by a URL with
a list of zero or more arguments:
[[<skolem_function_url>(arg1, . . .)]]
The nodes and properties created by Skolem functions are rep-
resented in RDF graphs by URLs; the arguments to a Skolem func-
tion are web encoded and appended to the URL similar to variables
in a web form.
<skolem_function_url>?param1=arg1&param2=arg2. . .
Constructing the URL of the new nodes in this manner has the
advantage that the new node contains some basic provenance
information. By web encoding the URIs of all parameters to the
Skolem function, we maintain information about the derivation
of the new node and its origins.
Other SPARQL extensions, such as SPARQL++ [25] have pro-
posed the ability to create new nameable resources in CONSTRUCT
templates through a combination of string manipulation functions.
vSPARQL shares this capability but also adds the ability to useFig. 2. vSPARQL modiﬁcations to the SPARQL grammar. The bracketed numbers correthese generated nameable resources in query patterns. For exam-
ple, the following query ﬁnds all of the matching rdf:Statements
that have an rdf:object opb:Fluid_momentum; the query returns
the ﬁrst parameter used to generate the rdf:Statement’s annot_
view identiﬁer.
SELECT ?a







Users may wish to have more control over the URLs that are cre-
ated by Skolem functions. They may not wish to simply combine
entities found in the input graph; they may wish to manipulate re-
source names queried from an input graph. For example, instead of
using http://. . ./left_lower_leg as a parameter to a Skolem function, a
user may simply wish to use ‘‘lower_leg” as a parameter.
To accommodate user demands for creating new URLs, vSPARQL
includes support for a string substitution function strSubst() that
can be used within the speciﬁcation of a Skolem function. strS-
ubst() can be used to generate either the Skolem function URL or
the individual function arguments.
strSubst(str,regexp,repl) performs string substitution using reg-
ular expressions. The function has three inputs: str is the input
string that is going to be manipulated; regexp is a regular expres-
sion that is evaluated against str; repl is the speciﬁcation of the
string that should be the output of the function. When regexp is
evaluated against str, local variable bindings of $1,$2,$3, . . . are
generated as speciﬁed by the regexp; these bindings are used to de-
ﬁne repl, which is a concatenation of variable bindings and strings.
The variable bindings from the regular expression are not visible
outside of the repl speciﬁcation. The output of strSubst() is the
string corresponding to repl.
For example, strSubst(‘‘http://. . ./left_lower_leg”, ‘‘(.*)left_(.*)”,
‘‘$1$2”) produces the string http://. . ./lower_leg. String concatena-
tion of two variables $x and $y can be achieved by specifying
strSubst(‘‘”,””,”$x$y”).
4.2.2. Subqueries
Our view deﬁnition language uses subqueries to provide support
for intermediate result sets. Named subquerieswere previously pro-
posed in [33], and non-named nested subqueries are supported in
[25]. We describe them here to build upon them in deﬁning subqu-
eries that produce virtual graphs, deﬁned in Section 4.2.3.
SPARQL queries specify their data source through the use of the
FROM (and FROM NAMED) directive; a URL is required to indicate
the RDF graph that is to be used as an input data source. We havespond to rules in the SPARQL grammar; modiﬁcations to the rules are italicized.
2 Recent versions of SQL allow recursive queries; these extensions are modeled
after Datalog.
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sources to be created on-the-ﬂy through the use of the CONSTRUCT
query. The sketch of the syntax for subqueries is:
FROM <http://. . ./subquery> [ FROM NAMED <http://. . ./subquery>[
CONSTRUCT {. . .} CONSTRUCT {. . .}
FROM . . . FROM . . .
WHERE {. . .} WHERE {. . .}
] ]
The following example uses a subquery to create a temporary
RDF graph which contains all of the FMA’s constitutional parts of
the liver. As with any named graph, the GRAPH keyword can be
used to apply triple patterns to the subquery-generated RDF graph.
SELECT *
FROM NAMED <http://. . ./liver_parts> [
CONSTRUCT {fma:Liver fma:constitutional_part
?part}
FROM <http://. . ./fma>
WHERE {fma:Liver fma:constitutional_part ?part}
]
WHERE {GRAPH <http://. . ./liver_parts> {?a ?b ?c}}
In vSPARQL, a subquery’s default graph is empty unless the sub-
query itself contains a FROM statement. The subquery’s set of
named graphs is empty; FROM NAMED statements can be used
to add any of the subquery-generated graphs preceding the sub-
query’s deﬁnition. The variables used within a subquery are re-
stricted in scope to the subquery. There are no restrictions on the
number of levels of subqueries that can be nested.
The intermediate results generated by subqueries can be refer-
enced in subsequent query clauses. These subqueries provide
modularity for constructing large queries from smaller, simpler
views. They enable separate input graphs to be queried individu-
ally and the results of those queries to be combined later. They
also enable subqueries to be cascaded, making it possible to spec-
ify queries over existing views by simply wrapping the view as a
subquery.
A more complicated example indicates how intermediate re-
sults can be used to exclude items from a graph. In this example,
the subquery creates a temporary RDF graph called http://. . ./
exclude_list that contains all of the FMA’s constitutional parts of
the liver. (Note that there is no straightforward way to build a
RDF collection within a query; therefore, in this example, we
build an object list of the items to be excluded.) The intermediate
results can be used with SPARQL’s OPTIONAL and bound() fea-
tures to exclude all edges that have an object that is a constitu-
tional part of the liver. Here ?s ?p ?c is bound optionally: if a
binding is found, then the ?a ?b ?c tuple is not included (the ‘!’
before ‘bound’) in our result. (This is an especially useful pattern
when a recursive query is used to deﬁne the http://. . ./exclude_list
graph.)
CONSTRUCT {?a ?b ?c}
FROM NAMED <http://. . ./exclude_list> [
CONSTRUCT {tmp:set tmp:member ?part}
FROM <http://. . ./fma>
WHERE {fma:Liver fma:constitutional_part ?part}
]
FROM <http://. . ./fma>
WHERE {?a ?b ?c.
OPTIONAL {GRAPH <http://. . ./exclude_list> {?s ?p
?c }}
FILTER (!bound(?s))}4.2.3. VirtualGraphs: subqueries and blank nodes
A problemwith subqueries is that the usefulness of the interme-
diate result sets generated by subqueries is diminished in the case of
RDF blank nodes. Blank nodes in different RDF graphs are not equal.
Thus, when a subquery is evaluated and a temporary RDF graph is
created, the blank nodes in the output graph are not equal to the
blank nodes queried from the subquery’s input graph. As a result,
intermediate results that contain blank nodes cannot be directly
compared with blank nodes in an input graph. This limitation is sig-
niﬁcant since we want to manipulate OWL ontologies, which often
use blank nodes in deﬁning constructs such as OWL restrictions
and anonymous classes, and RDF graphs that may contain lists.
We have extended SPARQL with virtual graphs to allow blank
nodes contained in the intermediate results generatedbya subquery
to be directly compared to the blank nodes in the input graph to the
subquery. Users can deﬁne the results of a subquery to be a virtual
graph using FROM NAMEDV. A FROM NAMEDV statement causes a
subquery-generated virtual RDF graph to be added to a query’s set
of named graphs. The virtual graph is identical to an RDF graph if
it contains no blank nodes. However, if the virtual graph contains
blank nodes that were queried from an input graph, pointers are
kept to the blank nodes in the input graph instead of instantiating
new graph-speciﬁc blank nodes. By keeping pointers to the input
graph’s blank nodes, intermediate results containing blank nodes
can be directly compared to a subquery’s input graph.
vSPARQL’s virtual graphs allow users to choose between two
different types of blank node semantics when deﬁning views.
RDF blank nodes are unique within a speciﬁc graph; subqueries
that wish to maintain RDF semantics can do so through the use
of the FROM or FROM NAMED constructs. In contrast, vSPARQL’s
FROM NAMEDV construct deﬁnes blank nodes that are unique to
the original graph and virtual graphs derived from it. We have
found this subtle distinction allows views to be deﬁned that more
closely match non-technical users’ expectations.
4.2.4. Recursive subqueries
vSPARQL allows recursive queries which can manipulate com-
plex graphs. Instead of requiring the query writer to know the ex-
act structure and depth of an input graph, our extension allows
queries to be written that can follow paths based upon the graph’s
structure and content. The results produced by recursive subquer-
ies are virtual graphs.
Our recursive subquery extension builds upon our subquery
extension; a recursive subquery generates a temporary graph that
can be used in subsequent queries. A sketch of the syntax for a
recursive query is
SELECT *
FROM NAMED <http://. . ./recursive_query> [
CONSTRUCT {. . .} # seed query
FROM <http://. . ./fma>
WHERE {. . .}
UNION
CONSTRUCT {. . .} # recursive query
FROM <http://. . ./fma>
FROM NAMED <http://. . ./recursive_query>
WHERE GRAPH <http://. . ./recursive_query> {. . .}
. . .}
]
WHERE {. . .}
We have modeled our recursive extension on recursion in SQL.2
The ﬁrst query clause is not recursive and provides the initial seeds
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refers to this developing data source; on the ﬁrst iteration the recur-
sive data source is empty, but on subsequent iterations the data
source contains triples that were added during the previous itera-
tion. The second clause continues to be evaluated until the recursive
data source reaches a steady state. Any number of seed and recursive
subqueries are permitted within a recursive query.
The results of the subqueries within a recursive query are com-
bined via a set union. This ensures that a triple will be added to the
result set only once and that recursion will stop once a steady state
has been reached.
Each of the subqueries in a recursive subquery have the same
default properties as simple subqueries; subqueries can use a
FROM NAMED statement to add the graph being generated by
the recursive subquery. There is no limit on the number of levels
of recursive subqueries that can be nested.
Recursive subqueries make it possible to generate queries over
paths of arbitrary length. For example, the following query ﬁnds
the subclasses of Organ that have constitutional parts and whose
superclasses have constitutional parts.
SELECT ?sub
FROM NAMED <http://. . ./organ_with_parts> [
# build list of direct subclasses of Organ with
constitutional parts
CONSTRUCT {tmp:set tmp:member ?sub}
FROM <http://. . ./FMA>
WHERE {?sub rdfs:subClassOf fma:Organ.
?sub fma:constitutional_part ?part}
UNION
# add indirect subclasses of Organ that have con-
stitutional parts
CONSTRUCT {tmp:set tmp:member ?next}
FROM <http://. . ./FMA>
FROM NAMED <http://. . ./organ_with_parts>





WHERE {GRAPH <http://. . ./organ_with_parts> {?x ?y ?sub
}}
The seed query identiﬁes the direct parts of Organ that have
constitutional parts and adds them to the new data source http://
. . ./organ_with_parts; on subsequent iterations, the items contained
in the http://. . ./organ_with_parts data source are used to traverse
one level further in the input graph.
In addition to being able to traverse an arbitrary graph,
vSPARQL can extract subgraphs by following paths of arbitrary
length. The following query is a modiﬁcation of the previous exam-
ple. This recursive subquery produces the entire subgraph of the
subclasses of Organ that have constitutional parts and whose
superclasses have constitutional parts; each subclass’ constitu-
tional parts are also included in the output RDF graph.
CONSTRUCT {?x ?y ?z}
FROM NAMED <http://. . ./organ_with_parts> [
# build graph of direct subclasses of Organ with
constitutional parts
CONSTRUCT {?sub rdfs:subClassOf fma:Organ .
?sub fma:constitutional_part ?part.}
FROM <http://. . ./FMA>
WHERE {?sub rdfs:subClassOf fma:Organ .
?sub fma:constitutional_part ?part}
UNION# extend with indirect subclasses of Organ with
constitutional parts
CONSTRUCT {?next rdfs:subClassOf ?sub .
?next fma:constitutional_part ?part.}
FROM <http://. . ./FMA>
FROM NAMED <http://. . ./organ_with_parts>
WHERE {
GRAPH <http://. . ./organ_with_parts>
{?sub rdfs:subClassOf ?super} .
?next rdfs:subClassOf ?sub .
?next fma:constitutional_part ?part.}
]
WHERE {GRAPH <http://. . ./organ_with_parts> {?x ?y ?z }}
vSPARQL’s recursive subqueries are not limited to traversing or
extracting regular-expression-like paths. Recursive subqueries dic-
tate the output they generate on each recursive iteration, and they
can be used to iteratively manipulate paths of arbitrary length in a
graph. Thus recursive subqueries can be used to produce output
graphs that involve restructuring an input graph or combining,
node-by-node, properties from two distinct graphs. As an example
of vSPARQL’s iterative capabilities, the following recursive subque-
ry restructures an extracted subgraph’s hierarchy by eliminating
non-leaf nodes that do not have more than one child.
CONSTRUCT {?a view:edge ?b}
FROM NAMED <extracted_hierarchy> [ . . .]
FROM NAMED <restructure> [
# Identify all possible nodes for inclusion
CONSTRUCT {grph:a1 tmp:poss ?b1.}
FROM <extracted_hierarchy>
WHERE {grph:Root grph:edge ?b1}
UNION
CONSTRUCT {?a1 view:edge ?b1 .
?b1 tmp:poss ?c1. ?b1 tmp:poss ?c2 .




{# If a node has two children, include it in view
# Identify children as possible nodes for inclusion
GRAPH <restructure> {?a1 tmp:poss ?b1} .
?b1 grph:edge ?c1. ?b1 grph:edge ?c2. FILTER(?c1 != ?c2)
} UNION {
# If only one child, identify child as possible node
# for inclusion
GRAPH <restructure> {?a1 tmp:poss ?b2} .
?b2 grph:edge ?d1 .
OPTIONAL {?b2 grph:edge ?d2. FILTER(?d1 != ?d2)}
FILTER(!bound(?d2))
} UNION {
# If a leaf node, include it in view
GRAPH <restructure> {?a1 tmp:poss ?b3.}





WHERE {GRAPH <restructure> {?a view:edge ?b}}
When using recursive subqueries, users must take care to pre-
vent inﬁnite recursion. vSPARQL treats the results of a recursive
query as a virtual graph, thus any blank nodes in our result set that
are from our input graph are directly comparable with blank nodes
in the input graph. A recursive query that extracts a subgraph con-
taining blank nodes by using variable bindings in the CONSTRUCT
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tion in CONSTRUCT templates, users that specify the creation of a
new resource using a blank node or Skolem function can create
recursive queries that do not terminate. vSPARQL provides warn-
ings when blank nodes or Skolem functions are explicitly created
in recursive CONSTRUCT templates.
vSPARQLallowsvalue creation in recursive queries becauseusers
have requested the ability to ‘‘stitch” together two graphs by iterat-
ingover them.As abasic example, the followingquery combines two
graphs by generating the Cartesian product at each level in the hier-
archy. (Please note that for simplicity, this query only handles the
case where all paths have the same depth; two more CONSTRUCT





FROM NAMED <http://. . ./reference>
FROM NAMED <http://..local>
WHERE {
GRAPH <http://. . ./reference> {ref:Liver ref:part
?fo}








FROM NAMED <http://. . ./reference>
FROM NAMED <http://..local>
WHERE {
GRAPH <stitch> {[[combine:merge(?f,?l)]] ?c
[[combine:merge(?fo,?lo)]]}
GRAPH <http://. . ./reference> {?fo ref:part
?fsub}
GRAPH <http://. . ./local> {?lo ref:part ?lsub}
}
]3 NetworkedGraphs is built on Sesame. Earlier versions of Sesame (pre-v2.2) did
not handle blank node scope correctly; as a result, a recursion over graphs in a single
repository would be correctly evaluated over graphs containing blank nodes. This is
not true in later versions of Sesame. Recursion over graphs containing blank nodes in
remote repositories may not produce expected results.vSPARQL limits the use of negation in recursive subqueries to
stratiﬁed negation, which ensures that recursive subqueries that
use negation cannot depend, directly or indirectly, on themselves.
(Without this limitation, vSPARQL recursive queries with negation
would have inﬂationary semantics.)
The use of subqueries to provide recursion has been proposed
by SPARQL++ [25], NetworkedGraphs [34] and vSPARQL [8], as de-
scribed above. To recap, vSPARQL allows recursion with stratiﬁed
negation and allows value creation via blank nodes and Skolem
functions.
SPARQL++ allows extended data sets to be deﬁned that combine
RDF data with, potentially recursive, CONSTRUCT queries. Within
these CONSTRUCT queries, value creation can be achieved via
blank nodes and built-in string manipulation functions provided
strong safety requirements are met. The scope of blank nodes is de-
ﬁned by the graph it appears in. As a result, within an extended
graph containing blank nodes, recursion will terminate. Because
of the different scope, if an extended graph is recursively derived
from another graph containing blank nodes the query may produce
unexpected results as blank nodes in the derived graph will not be
equal to those in the input graph.
NetworkedGraphs also allow graphs to be deﬁned that combine
RDF data and views over other graphs via, potentially recursive,
CONSTRUCT queries; the result is a distributed ‘‘network” ofgraphs linked together via views. The language allows recursion
with negation, leveraging well-founded semantics to ensure that
a ﬁxpoint is reached during evaluation. Value creation, via blank
nodes, is not permitted in CONSTRUCT statements to ensure recur-
sively deﬁned views terminate. Because a CONSTRUCT query over a
graph containing blank nodes will generate unique blank nodes –
different from those in the input graph – for any blank nodes in
its result set, a recursive query over a graph containing blank nodes
may not produce the expected results. Similarly, joining results of
two views derived from the same input graph may produce unex-
pected results if blank nodes are involved.3
GLEEN:vSPARQL can leverage GLEEN’s [7] path expressions as
syntactic sugar for some recursive subqueries. Instead of specifying
full recursive subqueries, users can query using regular-expres-
sion-like paths between nodes in an input graph. GLEEN path
expressions support the following operators: ‘?’ (zero or one), ‘*’
(zero or more), ‘+’ (one or more), ‘j’ (alternation), and ‘/’ (concate-
nation). GLEEN can be used to determine the existence of a path
between two nodes or to perform subgraph extraction as speciﬁed
by a path expression.
GLEEN provides only a subset of the functionality available
through recursive subqueries. For example, while GLEEN can use
a path expression equivalent to ‘‘?sub rdfs:subClassOf+ fma:Organ”
(ﬁnd all of the subclasses of organ), it cannot be used to specify our
second example in this section – there is no way in GLEEN to spec-
ify that each subclass of Organ also has constitutional parts. Using
recursive subqueries, a user can specify additional constraints on
nodes in the path.
5. Implementation
We have developed the vSPARQL language extensions on top of
Jena’s ARQ [17](v2.3) query processor. View deﬁnitions over very
large information sets can be evaluated through the use of our
modiﬁed ARQ with SDB [19], a relational database engine for stor-
ing and querying (via SPARQL) RDF. The prototype uses a conﬁgu-
ration ﬁle to provide a mapping between graph URIs and ﬁles or
SDB repositories; remote ﬁles are downloaded from the web, and
all SDBs, local and remote, are accessed using JDBC.
Recursive subqueries are rewritten for evaluation using the
semi-naive evaluation algorithm [20], which repeatedly evaluates
a query on incremental results until a ﬁxpoint is reached.
6. Evaluation of expressiveness
vSPARQL was designed to support a wide range of applications’
reuse of information sets on the semantic web. In this section, we
evaluate our language’s expressiveness by creating view deﬁni-
tions for each of the use cases in Section 2. We brieﬂy describe each
of the view deﬁnitions; the view deﬁnitions’ statistics are pre-
sented in Fig. 3. (Several of the views use GLEEN [7], thus reducing
length of the view deﬁnition.) http://sig.biostr.washington.edu/
projects/ontviews/vsparql/jbi_use_cases.html has the complete
text of all these queries, as well as a link to the query engine.
 Mitotic cell cycle: From Reactome, this view uses a recursive sub-
query to extract theo ‘componentOf’ hierarchy (and accompa-
nying labels) for the mitotic cell cycle and its subprocesses.
Fig. 3. Statistics for use case view deﬁnitions written in vSPARQL. (*) Indicates number of edges added to input source in its entirety. Views were checked for correctness by:
comparison to a gold standard, inspection by the requester/expert, or iterative development with a requester/expert.
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to identify all of the parts of the Gastrointestinal tract and
intersects it with all of the subclasses of Organ. For each iden-
tiﬁed organ, the view produces a subgraph specifying the
organ’s orientation, containment, and several continuity prop-
erties. Fig. 4 presents a portion of the materialized RDF graph
generated by this view.
 NeuroFMA ontology: Several recursive subqueries are used to
extract all of the neural structures from the FMA, their attri-
butes, and the properties connecting them. To ensure a proper
ontology, all of the types, superclasses, and superproperties of
the elements of the NeuroFMA ontology are recursively identi-
ﬁed and included in the derived ontology. The NeuroFMA ontol-
ogy contains approximately 2300 classes and 40 properties
used to represent more than 70,000 relationships. This ontology
was deﬁned by an ontologist over the FMA. The ontology was
originally derived from the frames representation via custom
programming against the Protege API; the output was con-
verted to OWL Full using Noy’s [37] conversion software. A cor-
responding view deﬁnition for the ontology was developed in
vSPARQL. The output of the two derivations was compared
using a modiﬁed version of RDFSync [38]; the two were found
to be semantically equivalent. The materialized view can be
loaded and explored in Protege; it has been uploaded as a view
in BioPortal [4] as the NeuroFMA view at http://bioportal.bioon-
tology.org/ontologies/39966 #views
 NCI Thesaurus simpliﬁcation view: The view [7] creates direct
properties that simplify the relationships found in the underly-
ing OWL representation for Gastric Mucosa-Associated Lym-
phoid Tissue Lymphoma. The new properties are generated by
recursively following paths of arbitrary length containing
owl:intersectionOf, owl:equivalentClass, and RDF lists. For
example, the restrictions on a node may be found using a path
expression like([rdfs:subClassOf]|[owl:equivalentClass])/
([owl:intersectionOf]/[rdf: rest]*/[rdf:first]?)+The hierarchy can be ‘‘ﬂattened” by creating direct properties
on the node. Skolem functions are used to combine the labels
of identiﬁed properties to deﬁne the simpliﬁed relationship;
Skolem functions were used instead of blank nodes to eliminate
duplicates. The resulting view consists of the original ontology
plus the newly generated direct properties. Biosimulation annotation editor view: The view extracts the hier-
archical tree connecting a list of speciﬁed concepts. A recursive
subquery is used to restructure the hierarchy by eliminating
non-leaf nodes that have only a single child. Fig. 5 displays an
example of the hierarchical tree before and after restructuring
by the view. Restructuring the hierarchy eliminates 62 non-leaf
nodes with only a single child.
 Blood contained in the heart view: The view uses a recursive sub-
query to identify all of the parts of the heart; if a structure S has
a part that is a space that contains a portion of blood pob, a tri-
ple is added to the view indicating that the structure S contains
the portion of blood pob.
 Radiologist liver ontology: Theview [8] recursively followsseveral
different paths to generate this view. Starting at the liver, the
‘part’ property is recursively followed todetermine the set of liver
parts. This set is combinedwith the results of recursively follow-
ing the rdfs:subclassOf hierarchy to determine all of the subclas-
ses of ‘‘Cell” and ‘‘Cardinal cell part” – only liver parts that are not
subclassesof Cell andCardinal cell part are visible and included in
the view. The output ontology is generated by extracting the
rdfs:subclassOf hierarchy for each of the visible liver parts and
combining it with the visible liver part hierarchy. Because the
distinction is not wanted in the result, ‘‘Cavitated organ” and
‘‘Solid organ” are eliminated from the subclasses hierarchy and
their subclasses are reassigned to ‘‘Organ.”
 Blood ﬂuid properties view: Recursion is used to identify portions
of blood from the FMA and kinetic ﬂuid properties from the
OPB; the identiﬁed concepts are combined to generate new con-
cepts using Skolem functions. For example, after querying to
associate ?pob with a subclass of fma:Portion_of_blood and
?ﬂuid_prop with a kinetic property of ﬂuids, a new concept
can be created that combines the two using Skolem functions:
[[annot_view:annotation(?pob, ?ﬂuid_prop)]]; this new node
can be assigned properties from both the FMA and the OPB.
6.1. Evaluating generated views
We were able to use vSPARQL to create view deﬁnitions for all
of our motivating use cases. As shown in Fig. 3, our view deﬁnitions
ranged in length from 13 to 405 query lines. Performance ranged
from a couple of seconds to a few minutes to materialize each of
our views.
In vSPARQL, a view deﬁnition is deemed correct if the output
contains the exact set of RDF triples desired by the user. Views that
Fig. 4. Excerpt of materialized organ spatial location view.
Fig. 5. Comparison of snippet of materialized partonomy for biosimulation annotation editor. The left panel shows the unmodiﬁed hierarchy; the right panel shows the
hierarchy where non-leaf nodes with a single child are removed.
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for correctness in oneof threeways: (1)we compared the results to a
gold standard (e.g. existing artifact), (2) we had the results of the
view inspected by the requester (or an expert if the view was not
speciﬁcally requested), or (3) the view was iteratively created by a
technical expert and the requesting expert.
Comparison ofquery languages over use cases: In this section,
we evaluate several semantic web languages to determine if they
support all of the functionality needed for creating views. We eval-
uate each language to determine if the language supports the func-
tionality listed in Section 3.
Query languages. We compare the following RDF query lan-
guages: RQL+RVL [15], SPARQL [11], ARQ [17], SPARQLer [24],
CPSPARQL [28], nSPARQL [29], SPARQL++ [25], NetworkedGraphs
[34] and our viewdeﬁnition language vSPARQL. ExcludingRQL+RVL,
wehave chosen to comparequery languagesbaseduponSPARQLbe-
cause of the language’s W3C recommendation, wide adoption and
active development. The languages cover the set of functionalityproposed in SPARQL extensions. We have included RQL+RVL as it
is an existing view language developed for RDF data. We brieﬂy de-
scribe the high-level features of the languages we are considering
before evaluating their functionality.
 RQL is a declarative query language for RDF that allows query-
ing over both resource descriptions and schemas. RVL [15] is a
view deﬁnition language for creating virtual resource descrip-
tions and schemas; RVL uses RQL as its query language.
 SPARQL is the W3C’s recommended query language for RDF; it
supports querying RDF graphs via graph patterns and using ﬁl-
ters for checking values.
 ARQ (v2.8.2) is a SPARQL query processor for Jena; it includes
extensions for aggregation, property paths, sub-SELECT queries
and explicit variable assignment.
 SPARQLer is an extended version of SPARQL that supports path
queries; path queries can be used to gather subgraphs out of an
input graph.
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with regular expression patterns for path expressions. CPSPARQL
builds upon PSPARQL to permit constraints on path steps.
 nSPARQL is an extension to SPARQL designed to allow sophisti-
cated querying of RDF graphs using nested path expressions.
 SPARQL++ is an extended version of SPARQL designed to allow
mapping between RDF vocabularies; the extensions include
nested queries, external functions, and aggregates. Extended
graphs allow data to be combined with CONSTRUCT statements
to add new facts to the graph.
 NetworkedGraphs allows users to deﬁne RDF graphs by com-
bining explicitly listed data and views over other RDF graphs,
speciﬁed via SPARQL CONSTRUCT statements. Views are
dynamically evaluated by querying remote SPARQL servers
holding the necessary graphs. The remote graphs may them-
selves be deﬁned by views over data at other machines, thus
creating a network of graphs. To ensure decidability, Net-
workedGraphs prohibits value creation via blank nodes in CON-
STRUCT templates.
Language functionality. Fig. 6 charts our required functionality
for a view deﬁnition language for each of the semantic web lan-
guages under consideration. An asterisk is indicated in the ﬁgure
to indicate instances where a language provides partial support
of a piece of functionality.
RQL expands an RDF graph’s subsumption hierarchy. This al-
lows queries to be applied to paths of arbitrary length over RDFS’
subClass and subProperty hierarchies; users can also perform a
subgraph extraction over these hierarchies. The language does
not support querying for paths of arbitrary length for any other
properties. RVL permits the deﬁnition of views over different
namespaces, making possible multiple intermediate sets within a
single view deﬁnition ﬁle.
Most of the languages we are comparing are extensions of
SPARQL, and therefore they all inherit its basic functionality. SPAR-
QL provides support for querying over multiple sources and simple
paths that require knowledge of the underlying graph.
Several of the languages being compared support paths of arbi-
trary length without providing support for subgraph extraction.
For simple paths (e.g. alternation), subgraph extraction can be per-
formed using the following pattern. This query returns the Liver
and the subgraph containing all of its regional and constitutional
parts.







While ARQ supports paths of arbitrary length with its ‘‘property
paths,” the types of paths that can be speciﬁed are limited by the
language. The language supports typical regular expression behav-
ior, such as concatenation, alternation, various path length speciﬁ-
cations and reverse paths. Subgraph extraction is available for
simple paths as described above. However the language does not
support, for example, placing multiple constraints on the nodes
along a path; you cannot require nodes in the path to have two dif-
ferent properties.
ARQ contains an extension for SELECT subqueries, thus provid-
ing a mechanism for intermediate results. However, the semantics
of SELECT and CONSTRUCT queries are different; in a SELECT query
that uses UNION or OPTIONAL, variables projected from the sub-
SELECT may be unbound.SPARQLer’s paths can be speciﬁed using regular expresssions;
paths can be combined with CONSTRUCT to generate subgraphs.
Although SPARQLer’s regular-expression-like paths do not allow
speciﬁcation of additional constraints on thenodes of a path, the ele-
ments along a path are returned as a sequence whose elements can
be queried. It is possible to use SPARQLer to test for the existence of a
speciﬁc property or node along a path or to check the value of spe-
ciﬁc elements in the path sequence. However, without ﬁrst using
CONSTRUCT to generate a subgraph, for a path of arbitrary length
it is not clear how to transform or modify elements of the path;
SPARQLer does not support nested CONSTRUCT queries.
CPSPARQL’s constrained path expressions support a subset of
the functionality provided by vSPARQL’s recursive subqueries.
CPSPARQL allows constraints to be checked on individual elements
of a path of arbitrary length. However, CPSPARQL does not provide
the ability to iteratively restructure a graph. For simple path
expressions (described above), subgraph extractions can be
performed.
nSPARQL uses nested regular expressions for querying over an
RDF graph. Nested subqueries and recursive subqueries in
vSPARQL can be used to express the queries supported by
nSPARQL’s nested regular expressions. The language does not sup-
port subgraph extraction, nor does it provide vSPARQL’s function-
ality for restructuring a graph by iterating over a path. Subgraph
extractions for simple path expressions of arbitrary length can be
performed as described above.
SPARQL++ supports a large portion of the functionality needed
for a view deﬁnition language. Currently SPARQL++ supports string
concatenation for the creation of nameable resources; this is not
sufﬁcient for users that wish to extract portions of or augment
the URIs to create nameable nodes. However, SPARQL++ advocates
for addition of external functions and could easily be extended to
permit this behavior. While SPARQL++ allows dynamic creation
of URIs in CONSTRUCT templates, it does not allow this functional-
ity to be used within query WHERE clauses as allowed by
vSPARQL’s Skolem functions; queries over a dynamically generated
node cannot easily determine the parameters used to generate the
node’s identiﬁer.
SPARQL++’s nested CONSTRUCT queries are supported in FROM
clauses, not FROM NAMED clauses; as a result, the intermediate re-
sult sets are immediately combined into the outer query’s default
graph. This small limitation prevents the language from using the
intermediate results in operations such as conditional joins be-
tween intermediate result sets or excluding results.
However, SPARQL++ does allow CONSTRUCT queries to be com-
bined with RDF triples to deﬁne extended graphs; the CONSTRUCT
queries add new facts to the graph. (Note that SPARQL++’s ex-
tended graphs violate our requirement that queries be separate
from data.) Thus, a new extended graph can be used to deﬁne
intermediate results over a base graph. Unfortunately, the blank
nodes contained in the derived intermediate graph will not be
equal to the corresponding blank nodes in the original graph; this
limits the ability to use intermediate results for operations like
conditional joins with the original graph or other derived graphs.
CONSTRUCT statements can also be used to recursively add new
facts to SPARQL++’s extended graphs. When a recursive CON-
STRUCT is deﬁned within a graph, SPARQL++ is able to maintain
its ﬁnite semantics while recursing over a graph containing blank
nodes. Alternatively, an extended graph can use CONSTRUCT state-
ments over a base graph to recursively extract facts from the base
graph. In this way, SPARQL++ can support subgraph extraction and
iterating over a graph. Unfortunately if the derived graph recur-
sively queries a base graph containing blank nodes, the blank
nodes in the derived graph will not be equal to the corresponding
blank nodes in the base graph and a recursive query may produce
unexpected results.
Fig. 6. For each semantic language, the chart indicates which view deﬁnition functionality is and is not supported. Instances of ‘‘*” indicate that there is partial support, as
explained in the text.
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paths of arbitrary length, subgraph extraction, and the ability to
restructure by iterating over paths. However, these capabilities will
only produce correct results when iterating over paths that do not
contain blank nodes. Additionally, the language prohibits value
creation via blank nodes (and presumably other forms of dynami-
cally generating new nodes) in CONSTRUCT statements to ensure
termination of recursive queries.
Although there is overlap in the functionality provided by the
query languages, only vSPARQL provides all of the functionality re-
quired for deﬁning views for our eight motivating use cases.
Query language versus use case evaluation. Fig. 7 indicates, based
upon their description in the literature, which views can be ex-
pressed by our speciﬁed set of query languages. All of our view
queries require either paths of arbitrary length or subgraph extrac-
tion over properies other than rdfs:subClassOf and rdfs:subPro-
pertyOf. Neither RQL+RVL nor SPARQL support this functionality
and therefore cannot express any of our views; we exclude these
languages from the discussion below.
All of the remaining languages were able to support paths of
arbitrary length; as a result, they could all be used to deﬁne the Or-
gan Spatial Location and the Blood Contained in the Heart views.
Additionally, because the Mitotic Cell Cycle and Radiologist Liver
Ontology views perform subgraph extraction over simple alternat-
ing paths, these views could be supported by ARQ, SPARQLer,
CPSPARQL, and nSPARQL using the technique described in Section
7:Language functionality.Fig. 7. Use case views and the languages that can express them. ‘‘*” indicates that the lan
described in the text.SPARQLer’s ability to support the Mitotic Cell Cycle and the
Radiologist Liver Ontology highlights an important aspect of lan-
guages with support for querying and extracting paths from a
graph. The Mitotic Cell Cycle simply extracts subgraph correspond-
ing to the ‘‘componentOf” hierarchy for the mitotic cell cycle; the
radiologist liver ontology example, however, requires a transfor-
mation on an extracted subgraph. Because SPARQLer does not sup-
port nested queries, we were not able to directly use the language’s
support for extracting subgraphs; instead, we had to leverage the
technique described in Section 7:Language_functionality.
SPARQL++ is able to support all but one of our use case queries,
with a few caveats related to blank nodes. In SPARQL++, to recurse
over a set of data, a user may either embed CONSTRUCT statements
in the same extended graph as the data or the user may create a
new extended graph that contains CONSTRUCT queries on the ori-
ginal graph. If a query needs to recurse over blank nodes in the ori-
ginal graph, the recursive CONSTRUCT queries must be embedded
with the data in the original graph; because of the scope of blank
nodes, a derived extended graph cannot recurse over blank nodes
in the original graph.
Intermediate result sets, subgraph extraction and iterating over
paths of arbitrary length require a new extended graph to be de-
rived from the original graph using CONSTRUCT statements. Thus,
if these actions must be performed over data paths containing
blank nodes, SPARQL++ cannot support this functionality. In gen-
eral, CONSTRUCT queries to calculate paths of arbitrary length
can either be combined with the original graph or deﬁned in aguage was able to support the view but that they do so under special circumstances
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nodes, it must be deﬁned in the original graph. This restriction vio-
lates our requirement that view deﬁnitions be kept separate from
data.
SPARQL++ is the only language that can support the NCI Thesau-
rus Simpliﬁcation and the Blood Fluid Properties views, as it is the
only language that supports dynamic nameable node creation.
At a quick glance, Fig. 7 would seem to indicate that SPARQL++
is almost exactly what is needed for our view language. However,
the results are a bit misleading. Only two of our use case views re-
quire traversal over or extraction of blank nodes: the NeuroFMA
Ontology and the NCI Thesaurus simpliﬁcation views. Of these
two, the NCI Thesaurus simpliﬁcation view can be achieved by
embedding recursive CONSTRUCT statements with the graph; the
NeuroFMA Ontology requires intermediate sets, subgraph extrac-
tion, and iteration over data containing blank nodes and therefore
cannot be supported by SPARQL++. More generally, this indicates
that SPARQL++ is a good view language for RDF data without blank
nodes; unfortunately, OWL ontologies often use blank nodes to
represent elements such as requirements or anonymous classes,
and blank nodes are used to represent RDF collections.
NetworkedGraphs was able to support all use cases except
those requiring dynamic node creation (NCI Thesaurus simplica-
tion and Blood Fluid Properties views), and those requiring recur-
sion over paths containing blank nodes (NeuroFMA and NCI
Thesaurus simpliﬁcation views.)
Size of queries: When possible, our view deﬁnitions leveraged
GLEEN’s path expressions instead of vSPARQL’s recursive subquer-
ies. This decision makes the size of our view deﬁnitions compara-
ble to the size of queries generated by ARQ, SPARQLer, CPSPARQL,
and nSPARQL. The one exception to this is the Blood Contained in
the Heart view. Due to an implementation limitation in GLEEN
that prevents the combination of path expressions with both a
variable subject and object, this view deﬁnition uses recursive
subqueries. If path expressions were used instead, the view would
be 12 lines.
We were able to write the Radiologist Liver Ontology, which re-
quires a transformation on a subgraph extraction, without nested
queries. However, because of the special cases that we needed to
handle, the view deﬁnition without subqueries was 52 lines versus
the 40 lines needed when subqueries were available; using subqu-
eries, the view deﬁnition was much easier to write and understand.
Because they do not have a built-in path expression capability,
SPARQL++ and NetworkedGraphs will produce queries/views that
are longer than the other query languages.
In evaluating these queries, we found several takeaway points.
Many views requiring subgraph extraction can be expressed using
languages that support path expressions. A general recursive strat-
egy ensures that we can perform both subgraph extraction and
restructuring of graphs. Transforming the results of a subgraph
extraction is much simpler when nested CONSTRUCTs can be used.
Finally, an inability to handle blank nodes in intermediate graphs
and recursive queries is a signiﬁcant limitation.
Snippets of the materialized views for our queries can be seen in
Fig. 8.7. Comparisons to other work
Our work for deﬁning views for the semantic web can be
compared to work grouped into three categories: subset selection
techniques, rule languages, other view approaches and query
languages.
Subset selection/extraction. Three approaches have been
developed for materialization of a subset of an information set
for reuse: manual, structural, and logical.Traditionally, manual techniques have been used to derive a rel-
evant subset of an information set for an application’s use. A devel-
oper acquires a copy of the information set and then manually
deletes, modiﬁes, and adds facts until the application’s require-
ments are met. This approach requires signiﬁcant user effort and
must be repeated whenever the information set is updated.
Structural techniques such as PROMPT’s Traversal Views [9] and
Web ontology segmentation [43] require a set of concepts and
properties be speciﬁed for inclusion in the result. Starting from
these key concepts, the output set is grown by recursively adding
the speciﬁed properties and concepts until a ﬁxed point is reached.
[9] allows multiple distinct derivations to be unioned to produce a
materialized result. Both of these approaches can be accommo-
dated by our view deﬁnition language. However, our view
deﬁnition language allows intermediate results such as [9]’s deri-
vations to be conditionally combined or intersected. Unlike
vSPARQL, these approaches are purely extraction techniques; any
modiﬁcation or restructuring of the information must be per-
formed externally on a materialized copy of the output.
In contrast, logical techniques ([39–41]) have been developed
for deriving modules from OWL-DL ontologies. A signature is spec-
iﬁed containing all of the key concepts that should be contained
within a selected subset of the ontology; leveraging the high-level
semantics of OWL-DL, the extractor grows the set of concepts and
axioms needed in the output module. For concepts in the signature,
the ontology module is guaranteed to capture the meaning of the
concepts, such that an application that performs reasoning after
importing the module would give the exact same results as an
application that performs reasoning after importing the entire
ontology.
Ontology module extractors are a powerful tool for extracting
logically equivalent modules from an OWL-DL ontology. However,
they are not suitable for all applications’ needs. The current ap-
proaches are limited to DL languages such as OWL-DL; some
ontologies, such as the FMA, are expressed in OWL-Full. Addition-
ally, these techniques are speciﬁcally for deriving subsets of the
original ontology that have the same meaning as the original
for a speciﬁed signature. However, not all users want to extract
ontologies; some users simply want to extract lists of terms or
small connected subgraphs. Alternatively, some users want to
modify or transform the data that they extract from an ontology.
Module extraction does not allow you to specify changes to be
made to the ontology before or during extraction; you need to
modify the original data and then derive a module from the
materialized modiﬁed ontology. Finally, module extraction tech-
niques may produce modules that contain data that the user is
not interested in. This could be because a non-minimal module
was produced, or because the user would like to eliminate terms.
For example, our liver radiologist application excludes all cellular
and subcellular concepts. Forgetting ([50–52]) can be can be used
to eliminate concepts from modules if the set of terms to elimi-
nate is known, as in the radiologist example. However, if a non-
minimal module is produced, the user must inspect the extracted
subset to determine the concepts to forget.
Our view deﬁnition language does not use formal logics to guar-
antee that a derived subset has the same properties as the original
ontology. Instead, it allows the application developer to specify ex-
actly which facts are relevant and how those facts should be ar-
ranged or augmented. Even when those facts are modiﬁed in the
view, subsequent queries can still be answered against the original
ontology, ensuring that information set updates are reﬂected in the
query results.
Rule languages. Rule languages allow new facts to be inferred
from existing facts in an information set. Several different rule lan-
guages like TRIPLE [30] and SWRL [32] have been developed for the
semantic web. General rule languages, such as Jena’s [18] general
Fig. 8. Snippets of six of the materialized views generated by our view deﬁnitions.
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semantic restrictions. vSPARQL’s subquery and recursive subquery
features provide the functionality of a general rule language for
RDF.Other view approaches. We have already described several
view languages, particularly SPARQL++ and NetworkedGraphs, in
detail. In this section, we describe several other approaches for
manipulating or transforming RDF data.
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vide declarative mechanisms for deﬁning views over ontologies.
The RDFS semantics of the underlying data are used to ensure that
the deﬁned views’s semantics match the data; new classes and
properties can be deﬁned in the view. RVL allows the restructuring
of subsumption hierarchies.
Several projects are building upon the notion of pipes to provide
easy-to-use mechanisms for transforming and aggregating RDF
data. Semantic Web Pipes [53] provides specialized operators that
can be graphically arranged for acyclic processing of data. Opera-
tors are provided for extracting data fromWeb content, performing
SPARQL queries over data, and inference. Similarly, SPARQLMotion
[54] provides a GUI editor for pipelining RDF data sources and
transformation operations together. Banach [55] provides a set of
operators that can be pipelined inside Sesame to transform RDF
data. Westerski [56] proposes splitting mash-up development into
two separate pieces – data-level and service-level – to simplify
mash-up creation for users.
NRL [57] uses named graphs and views in the context of the So-
cial Semantic Desktop. Graph views are used to deﬁne specialized
semantics and assumptions over RDF named graphs. Graph roles
declaratively assign meaning (e.g. ontology, knowledge base, data)
to named graphs. However graph views are procedural, specifying
the application or query/rules that need to be used to generate an
output graph from an input graph.
Query languages. vSPARQL is designed based upon decades of
query language research and development. SQL is the most well-
known query language for relational databases. The language sup-
ports subqueries and recursive subqueries for gathering data from
a database; additionally, SQL supports database views to restrict
the set of data accessible to queries. Techniques have been devel-
oped for query rewriting and optimization so that very large data
sets can be efﬁciently queried. Skolem functions have been incor-
porated into several different query languages such as Struql
[44]. vSPARQL leverages the experience of these query languages
to develop a view deﬁnition language speciﬁcally for the RDF data
model.
Several different query languages have been proposed for que-
rying within the semantic web, including RQL [14], RDQL [31],
and SPARQL [11]. A number of proposals have been made for
extending SPARQL’s functionality, including SPARQLer [24], ARQ
[17], SPARQL++ [25], CPSPARQL [28], nSPARQL [29], and Net-
workedGraphs [34]. We compared many of these query languages
to vSPARQL in Section 6.1.8. Discussion
We have proposed a general solution for enabling medical
applications to leverage ontologies, vocabularies, and data sets
available in RDF format. After detailing the reuse (or view)
requirements, we introduced vSPARQL, a view deﬁnition lan-
guage and implementation, and demonstrated through eight
use cases that it meets our requirements. View mechanisms al-
low applications to choose, and potentially transform, the speciﬁc
information that they desire from large knowledge and data
sets.
Our evaluation of vSPARQL focused on its expressivity. Although
we found that it was sufﬁciently expressive to generate views for
all of our use cases, vSPARQL views can be difﬁcult to write for
users who are not computer scientists. Several users have likened
the experience to trying to write SQL. In the future, we would like
to develop user-friendly tools and a high-level language to gener-
ate view deﬁnitions. Additionally, we would like to improve
vSPARQL performance and extend it to allow inclusion of other
technologies.8.1. Mapping to a user’s intuition
vSPARQL’s support for subqueries allows queries to be nested
arbitrarily deep. In practice, however, we found that queries were
cognitively simpler when they were ﬂattened to form something
analogous to a workﬂow. Workﬂow style queries are those where
the results of all earlier subqueries are available as input to (in
scope of) subsequent subqueries.
Until recently, ontology view extraction was largely performed
adhoc. One-off programswerewritten to produce each newuse case
view or informaticists produced views by hand, pruning and aug-
menting knowledge sources as needed. When asked, view creators
deﬁned their process as a workﬂow. There remains a disconnect be-
tween the workﬂow operations as deﬁned by the informaticist and
the workﬂow operations in vSPARQL. For example, a single concep-
tual operationmaymapdown to a sequenceof queryoperations.We
have begun the work of formally deﬁning this mapping in order to
support view deﬁnitions described at a more intuitive (and more
terse) level.
At the same time, to ease the creation of vSPARQL queries we
have developed a GUI application in Flex for creating workﬂow-
style view deﬁnitions; it can be accessed at http://ontviews.bio
str.washington.edu:8080/VSparQL_Service/GUI/vsparql_oh_degraf
a.html. The application allows the user to specify data sources, sub-
queries, recursive queries, and queries (e.g. select, ask); these indi-
vidual components are connected graphically to control the data
ﬂow through the query. In addition to simplifying the user’s spec-
iﬁcation of a vSPARQL query syntactically, the GUI application al-
lows a user to inspect the vSPARQL query and output results of
individual subquery and recursive subquery blocks.
8.2. Optimization
Currently our vSPARQL query plans are chosen primarily by an
optimizer built to handle regular SPARQL queries. While we have
added some processing optimizations speciﬁc to vSPARQL, such
as the semi-naive evaluation of recursive queries, further optimiza-
tion is possible. We anticipate leveraging work in the database
community (RDF-3X [35],vertical partitioning [36]) for efﬁcient
querying of RDF. Additionally, we are exploring the feasibility of
optimizing at the level of the ‘‘more intuitive” workﬂow, as dis-
cussed in the previous section.
We are investigating the applicability of database query rewrit-
ing techniques for evaluating queries against vSPARQL views.
While answering a query in the existing engine, vSPARQL ﬁrst eval-
uates each subquery and materializes its results; however, the
query may not require all of the subqueries to be evaluated before
answering a query. Efﬁciency improvements could be realized sim-
ply by avoiding the materialization of statements not needed to
answer a query.
8.3. Leveraging related work
The use cases in this paper illustrate a variety of application
speciﬁc information extraction scenarios (i.e. input is an RDF
graph, input is an OWL-DL ontology, output is an OWL Full ontol-
ogy, output is a list of terms, output is not a proper subset of the
input, etc.). We compared vSPARQL with several other view gener-
ation approaches and demonstrated that vSPARQL is a good gen-
eral solution covering all of our use cases. However, in certain
situations, leveraging other extraction mechanisms may simplify
view deﬁnition. For example, if a view needs to preserve entailed
facts from a source ontology, and if the source is amenable to log-
ical reasoning (i.e. is in OWL Lite or OWL-DL) then a DL reasoner
based extraction mechanism may be a better ﬁt. We would like
to expand on our workﬂow notion of view deﬁnitions to allow
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more appropriate by the view creator.
9. Conclusions
In this paper we have presented a general solution for reusing
biomedical information sets available in the semantic web’s RDF
format. We have described the requirements for a view deﬁnition
language that permits applications to specify the (possibly modi-
ﬁed) content that they wish to leverage from an information set;
applications can query these view deﬁnitions to access the relevant
content. We have described vSPARQL, a series of extensions to
SPARQL that realize our view deﬁnition language. We have devel-
oped a prototype implementation of vSPARQL and a GUI editor for
deﬁning views. We have evaluated the expressivity of our view
deﬁnition language by using it to create view deﬁnitions for eight
use case examples. We have compared our language’s functionality
to that of existing RDF query languages and found that none of
these languages meet all of our requirements needed for a view
deﬁnition language. These results suggest that vSPARQL has the
potential to allow widespread reuse of semantic web resources.
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